Wave separation within a trumpet is presented using three high pressure microphones to measure pressure waves within the curved, constant cross-section tuning slide of the instrument while the instrument was being played by a virtuoso trumpet player. A closer inter-microphone spacing was possible in comparison to previous work through the use of time domain windowing on non-causal transfer functions and performing wave separation in the frequency domain. Time domain plots of the experimental wave separation were then compared to simulations using a physical model based on a time domain finite difference simulation of the trumpet bore coupled to a one mass, two degree of freedom lip model. The time domain and frequency spectra of the measured and synthesized sounds showed a similar profile, with the sound produced by the player showing broader spectral peaks in experimental data. Using a quality factor of 5 for the lip model was found to give greater agreement between the simulated and experimental starting transients in comparison to the values in the range 1-3 often assumed. Deviations in the spectral content and wave shape provide insights into the areas where future research may be directed in improving the accuracy of physical modeling synthesis.
Wave separation within a trumpet is presented using three high pressure microphones to measure pressure waves within the curved, constant cross-section tuning slide of the instrument while the instrument was being played by a virtuoso trumpet player. A closer inter-microphone spacing was possible in comparison to previous work through the use of time domain windowing on non-causal transfer functions and performing wave separation in the frequency domain. Time domain plots of the experimental wave separation were then compared to simulations using a physical model based on a time domain finite difference simulation of the trumpet bore coupled to a one mass, two degree of freedom lip model. The time domain and frequency spectra of the measured and synthesized sounds showed a similar profile, with the sound produced by the player showing broader spectral peaks in experimental data. Using a quality factor of 5 for the lip model was found to give greater agreement between the simulated and experimental starting transients in comparison to the values in the range 1-3 often assumed. Deviations in the spectral content and wave shape provide insights into the areas where future research may be directed in improving the accuracy of physical modeling synthesis. Brass instruments, such as the trumpet, involve a resonator driven by a lip reed, and describing and modeling the sound generating mechanism has been the subject of various articles with many being reviewed by Campbell 1 and Gough. 2 The first successful description of the nature of sound production in brass system can be found in Elliott and Bowsher. 3 Their work focused on the "outward striking" reed model where the lips can be modeled by a single mass with a single degree of freedom which will tend to be forced open to allow air flow into the instrument when the pressure in the mouthpiece is lower than the pressure in the mouth. They also noted the potential for the Bernoulli force to force the lips closed when the flow rate between them was high, an aspect described fully in the related area of vocal sound production by Pelorson et al. 4 The three basic types of reed or valve behavior described by Fletcher 5 consist of the "inward striking" model (where the reed closes when the pressure in the mouthpiece is low, as is the case in the reed in woodwind instruments) and the "sideways striking," sliding door or transverse model (where the Bernoulli force tends to close the lips) in addition to the outward striking model. Both of the later two models are believed to occur in playing brass musical instruments with outward striking model describing oscillation just above, and the sideways striking model describing oscillation just below the resonant frequencies of the air column. 5, 6 Various physical models have been created [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] to simulate the sound in brass instruments using parameters approximately matching those of playing conditions. These models tend to treat the response of the trumpet as being characterized by convolution with an impulse response, in which case the pressure is calculated at the mouthpiece position and may be calculated at other points in space using transfer functions. It should be noted that nonlinear propagation influences the radiated sound 11 and recent work indicates that wall vibrations also have some effect. 12 A recent physical model by Bilbao 13 brings the possibility of having a finite difference simulation of the entire instrument, which means that both the pressure and velocity at every position along the instrument bore are calculated as a function of time. This has the advantages of allowing direct a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: jk50@st-andrews.ac.uk b) Also at the College of Science and Engineering, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom.
comparison to the separation of the forward and backward going waves within brass instruments, as will be demonstrated in this paper, and also opens new possibilities in modeling of the waves present while valves are manipulated, as may be demonstrated in a future publication. Deriving the control parameters from the observed output from an instrument has been possible for simplified brass instrument models. 14 In analyzing the nature of the lip reed within brass instruments, it is useful to be able to measure the forward and backward going waves within the instrument. A recent paper on wave separation 15 demonstrates a convenient technique for calibration which relies on calculating the transfer functions for travel between microphones using frequency domain division. Once this has been achieved, wave separation can be carried out using a time domain algorithm 15 or a frequency domain algorithm. 16 This has been carried out in brass instruments while they are being played. 17, 18 It should be noted that measuring the pressure in the mouthpiece could give information on the incoming and outgoing waves if the impedance was known accurately there. The lips, however, bulge into the mouthpiece to a varying degree during sounding, turbulence will be present there and the impedance can alter due to the use of valves in general. No theoretical knowledge of the impedance anywhere in the pipe is required for the current work, and there is no requirement for the impedance to remain constant (hence wave separation could be used during valve slurs). The aim here is to compare the results of wave separation in the trumpet while the instrument is being played with physical modeling simulations in order to assess the level of agreement in the time domain waveforms, particularly in the starting transients (without valve transitions). This provides validation of the use of the wave separation technique under playing conditions while also providing information on areas where future development of physical models may be focused.
II. WAVE SEPARATION
In order to be able to separate waves traveling to the left and right hand side of a cylindrical section of pipe we need to measure the transfer functions h ab and h ba such that
where p þ a is the forward going pressure wave at microphone a, which is to the left-hand side of microphone b and denotes convolution.
The transfer function between any two microphones can be measured by coupling a loudspeaker to a cylindrical section of piping as shown in Fig. 1 . For a given pair of microphones, we will label the pressure at the left hand microphone as P a ðxÞ and the pressure at the right hand microphone as P b ðxÞ as expressed in the frequency domain.
As demonstrated in Kemp et al., 15 frequency domain division can be shown to produce a z domain sequence
where z ÀM a R a ðzÞ is the multiple reflection sequence beginning with the reflection from the end of the cylindrical pipe to the right of microphone a and z ÀM b R b ðzÞ is the multiple reflection sequence beginning with the reflection from the end of the cylindrical pipe to the right of microphone b. The numbers M a ¼ 2L a F s =c and M b ¼ 2L b F s =c corresponds to the pure delays assuming that the cylindrical pipe extends to a length of L a to the right of microphone a, and a distance of L b to the right of microphone b, with c being the speed of sound and F s being the sample rate. From Eq. (2) we can deduce that the frequency division of the two microphone signals, when transformed into the time domain, produces an accurate measurement of the transfer function h ab for the first M b samples (with the condition M b < M a following by definition, and this is a correction to the direction of the inequality stated in Ref. 15) . Since the resulting frequency domain division features a measurement of h ab which is approximately impulsive assuming that smooth bandwidth limiting is used, 15 then the h ab may be obtained by time domain windowing the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (2) .
For the experiments performed in this paper, calibration was performed using four repetitions of an exponential sine sweep of length 2 21 samples played into the system end to end with the measured signals during the second, third, and fourth plays at each microphone being averaged and deconvolved from the input sequence to obtain a system impulse response as measured at each microphone. These were then truncated to around a sixtieth of the length (removing artifacts of nonlinearities 19 ). The frequency domain division of the resulting system impulse response signals where multiplied by a frequency domain low pass filter with a transition band between 14 kHz and 18 kHz before taking the inverse Fourier transform (thus minimizing the effects of noise outside the bandwidth and time domain ripple). Figure 2 shows the result for microphone signals 2 and 1 for the apparatus described in Sec. IV, with different time scales for the same data displayed in the subfigures (and the axis labels omitting the low pass filter for brevity). Note that the decaying series of pulses shown in Fig. 2 In principle, the forward and backward going transfer functions, h ab and h ba , might be expected to be the same, but differences in the microphone channel responses means that it is safer to perform separate transfer function measurements for forward and backward going waves using measurements with the loudspeaker situated at either end of the cylindrical pipe as discussed in Kemp et al. 15 Once this calibration process is done, wave separation can be performed in the time domain as in Kemp et al. 15 or in the frequency domain as in de Sanctis and van Walstijn. 16 The Fourier transformed time domain windowed transfer function pulses H ab ðxÞ and H ba ðxÞ, may then be used to perform wave separation experiments by measuring pressures at microphones a and b and obtain the forward going pressure wave at microphone b as 15 
This procedure can be carried out with any number of microphones to compensate for the effects of singularities. In particular an inter-microphone distance of L ab will feature singularities at frequencies given by f ab ¼ nc=ð2L ab Þ for n ¼ 1; 2; 3…. Since the transfer function between two microphones is approximately impulsive, the singularities will have values of approximately 0 or p in the Fourier transform of the corresponding transfer function. When multiple microphones are used the optimum pair of microphones for using at a particular frequency may be chosen by looking for the pair of microphones where the phase angle of the transfer function minimizes the distance from p=2 or Àp=2. If the phase angle in the range Àp to p is given by the / operator, then the optimum microphone pair for a particular frequency bin should then be the combination which minimizes the function
III. TIME DOMAIN FINITE DIFFERENCE MODEL
A model for simulating brass instruments is set out in Bilbao. 13 In the continuous, linear, lossless case the relationship between acoustic pressure, p, and acoustic particle velocity, v, in a pipe is described by the equations
where c is the speed of sound, q the equilibrium density, S is the cross-sectional area which may be a function of the axial distance, x, and 
In order to compute the behavior using a time domain finite difference technique, grids must be created with a spacing which depends on the sampling rate, and it is convenient to have the velocity and pressure grids offset as demonstrated in Bilbao 13 to give
and
where the superscript n indicates the (integer) time sample number, the subscript l represents the (integer) spatial sample number and k ¼ ck=h is the Courant number where k is the sampling period (related to the sample rate, F s by k ¼ 1=F s ) and h is the distance between spatial grid points, S l is the cross-sectional area at x ¼ lh and S lþ1=2 is the crosssectional area at
then it can be shown that k 1 is sufficient for stability; k should be chosen to be as close as possible to unity to minimize the effects of numerical dispersion. 20 
A. Lossy model
In creating a realistic model of wave propagation in wind instruments it is necessary to include the effects of losses at the walls, and this leads to loss factors which are proportional to the square root of the frequency. 21 This in turn means that the appropriate equations feature derivatives to the order half
where f is a function of the cross-sectional area (and therefore axial distance, x, in general)
where a (the ratio of specific heats), (the square root of the Prandtl number), and g (the shear viscosity coefficient) are thermodynamic constants whose values may be found in Keefe, 21 and
where g is also a function of x in general
Losses may be computed using fractional derivative techniques using a finite impulse response filter to make a fractional difference approximation for an order q as follows
where the coefficients follow from the Gr€ unwald-Letnikov definition and may be calculated using a cumulative product using the recursive definition
The loss terms in Eqs. (10) and (12) require order q ¼ 1=2 derivatives, so Eq. (15) generates a decaying series
which will be used in Eq. (14) for the coefficients to be used in representing the loss in Eqs. (10) and (12). This produces a practical implementation as a time domain finite difference scheme for Eq. (10) as
where we include terms generated from Eq. (15) (where it is necessary, in practice, to truncate the infinite series to order M) beginning with a 1 (as the term a 0 ¼ 1 contributes to the factor on the outside of the brackets). The practical implementation as a time domain finite difference scheme for Eq. (12) is then
Radiation condition
Equations (17) and (18) make a model for modeling the behavior of the acoustic pressure and particle velocity within a bore of varying cross-section. In order to fully describe the instrument, we also need to specify the behavior at the open end and at the input. Assuming that the open end of the bore occurs at l ¼ N then Eq. (17) requires the value of the velocity v nÀ1=2 Nþ1=2 at the end of the pipe when the acoustic variables outside the pipe are unknown. This problem is alleviated in Bilbao 13 by first assuming the radiation impedance follows the unflanged pipe form 23, 24 approximated by a resistance in parallel with an inductance:
with
where r is the radius at the tube end. This is then set equal to the ratio of pressure and volume velocity with the imaginary term removed using
resulting in the expression
where
Equations (22) and (23) give two equations with two unknowns in the finite difference expressions centered on spatial position N and time point n þ 1=2 which may be solved to give an inertial term defined recursively
and the update for acoustic pressure at the bell now being possible using
B. Coupling a lip model
In order to compute the behavior at the input side we need access to a value for the velocity at the input. In order to simplify the calculation at this point, we will assume that the non-lossy finite difference Eq. (7) holds for the first spatial sample which we will define as being at spatial sample number l ¼ 0. This then requires access to the velocity value at spatial sample l ¼ À The velocity through the lips depends on the lip displacement, n y , the width of the lips, b, and the difference between the pressure in the mouth cavity, p m , and the pressure at the first spatial sample in the bore, p 0 . We will assume that the top and bottom lips are vibrating symmetrically with equal amplitude so that the distance between the lips is given by 2n y . The velocity may be calculated using the volume velocity according to the Bernoulli equation 10 divided by the cross-sectional area at l ¼ À 1 2 . Since the start of the bore is actually labeled as occurring at spatial sample l ¼ À 1 2 , the measured cross-sectional area of the trumpet as a function of axial distance was used for S À1=2 to S NÀ1=2 such that S À1=2 corresponds to the cross-section at the start of the mouthpiece, and values of S l for 0 < l < N À 1 were obtained using Eq. (9). The value S N was then defined as the measured cross-section at the end of the bore at an axial distance of 1.415 m and the gradient of the cross-section from Eq. (26) requiring S Nþ1=2 which was calculated from S NÀ1=2 and S N using Eq. (9). Using the Bernoulli equation gives the input velocity as
where the hat operator is defined as averaging in time, evaluated around n À 1 2 , for examplê
where the superscripts represent (integer) time sample numbers. Substituting p n 0 from Eq. (7) produces a term including v nÀ1=2 À1=2 on the right hand side. Squaring and using the quadratic formula to solve gives
This allows the pressure at the input to be computed using Eq. (7). The lip spacing satisfies a forced, damped harmonic motion equation which may be computed in one dimension or two dimensions. Note that while we have assumed here that the top and bottom lips are vibrating symmetrically with equal amplitude such that the top open area is 2n y b as in Adachi and Sato, 6 measurements of human players show that both lips oscillate, with the top lip vibrating with greater amplitude. 26, 27 Another common condition is to assume that the top lip is the only one vibrating, 10 and this may be obtained in a straightforward manner with the equations presented here by replacing 2n y b withn y b in Eqs. (28) and (31).
C. Two dimensional lip motion
We will apply the two dimensional model of lip motion by Adachi and Sato 6 which is formulated as follows
where m lip is the mass of the lip, x 0 is the natural frequency of the lip (equal to j=m lip where j is the spring constant), Q is the quality factor of the damped oscillator, b is again the width of the lip (across the mouth perpendicular to both x and y), d is the thickness of the lip in the axial (x) direction, n is a vector of the two dimensional displacement of the lip whose first entry is the position in the axial direction (along x) and whose second entry is the position in the direction transverse to the flow (along y). 
where v is the acoustic particle velocity in the mouthpiece, S lip is the area of the lip opening (given by 2bn y if two lips are assumed to be vibrating), and S cup is the area at the beginning of the mouthpiece. Producing a finite difference equation centered on time sample number n À 1=2 produces
where care must be taken to replace the term p nÀ1 0 with zero ifx was less than or equal to zero at the previous time step in order to ensure stability.
Turning the model from Eq. (33) into a finite difference update scheme produces
where Dp ¼ p m À p 0 and
where k ¼ 1=F s is again the sample period arising from taking finite difference approximations to the derivatives.
D. Closed lip condition
If the lip is closed at a particular time point (x 0), then the input velocity, v nÀ1=2 À1=2 , [usually provided in Eq. (30) ] is set to 0 and damping must be increased. We approximate the change in the forced damped harmonic oscillator behavior by removing the Bernoulli force beneath the lip and by making the spring constant a factor of 3 greater and the damping term, x 0 =Q, a factor of 4 greater (as in Vergez and Rodet 10 ). This may be implemented in Eq. (36) by temporarily setting d ¼ 0, and changing the c values from Eq. (37) to have x 0 a factor of ffiffi ffi 3 p times bigger and setting Q to be multiplied by a factor of 0:25 ffiffi ffi 3 p . The closure dependent changes in spring force and damping were only implemented for the y direction components because this is the dimension along which the lips collide.
E. Model parameters
Parameters used in the physical model, including the frequency dependent mass, are similar to those used by Adachi and Sato, 6 with a Q factor of 5 taken as in Saneyoshi et al. 28 These parameters are described in Table I . Empirical adjustment of the parameters was used to provide a reasonable degree of agreement between the phase and relative amplitude envelopes of the physical modeling simulation and the experimental results obtained with the human player. It may be noted that the time taken for the starting transient to give way to the steady state oscillation decreases with increasing lip Q factor as demonstrated by Keefe 7 and the value Q ¼ 5 gave a better fit between the simulated and experimentally measured transients than the value of 3 used by Adachi and Sato. 6 During this process three of the physical model parameters were made time varying during the starting transient. These were the mouth pressure (which featured a linear ramp from 0 Pa to full pressure over the first 10 ms), the natural frequency of the lip (which was initially held at a lower frequency value then given a linear ramp to a final value during the starting transient in the case of the Bb 4 simulation, but held constant for the Bb 5 simulation), and the horizontal equilibrium, n equil x , (which was initially held at 0 for 10 ms and then given a linear ramp to full value over the following 10 ms).
The model was run assuming lossy propagation with an order of M ¼ 200 used in Eq. (17) and (18) and a sample rate of 192 kHz. This requires significant storage and means the model runs much slower than real time in the current MATLAB implementation (in spite of using circular buffer techniques). The input impedance implied by the model was calculated by replacing the lips with an impulsive volume velocity source and running the time domain finite difference model, storing the pressure at the mouthpiece and taking the Fourier transform. This was found to show reasonable (61 dB) agreement with the input impedance calculated by using the impedance projection techniques. 29 Future work will investigate techniques that minimize the computation cost and maximize the accuracy of the loss and radiation models.
F. The mouthpiece and volume excluded by the lips
It is well known that the volume of the mouthpiece is important in determining the playability of the high and low ranges of brass musical instruments, and recent work has proved that the effect of the lips bulging to exclude part of the air volume in the mouthpiece is an important factor. 30 This was achieved using acoustic measurement of the reflection from lips being held closed against a mouthpiece rim. The results demonstrate that the volume excluded by the lips for one player was 0.8 cm 3 and further testing on another player obtained a figure of 0.5 cm 3 . While the trumpet used by the human player in the experimental wave separation results was played using a standard mouthpiece design (model 7C with cup volume to narrowest point of 1.2 6 0.1 cm 3 ), the bore used for the simulations was modified at the mouthpiece to reduce the volume by 0.5 cm 3 to give a the cup volume of 0.7 cm 3 (again calculated to the narrowest point). It should be noted that mouthpieces with larger cup volumes of around 1.7 cm 3 are used frequently by orchestral players, and if no volume correction was implemented for such cup volumes then the physical model starting transient for the Bb 5 note was significantly more gradual. This reinforces the importance of taking into account lip protrusion when considering the input impedance and playability of brass instruments and when designing physical models.
IV. RESULTS
Wave separation results were performed using three high pressure Endevco model 8507C-1 microphones incorporated into a trumpet built by Smith-Watkins to feature a specially commissioned tuning slide section. This tuning slide was built of two removable pieces, one featuring a 90 bend with a water-key to ensure that the trumpet matched the standard instrument in its internal profile, and the other with a constant cross-section through a 90 bend and allowing three flush mounted microphones with spacings L 12 ¼ 23:7 mm and L 23 ¼ 13:8 mm (giving L 13 ¼ 37:5 mm) whose signals were sampled by a Focusrite Saffire Pro 10 soundcard. Calibration was performed by first removing the section of tubing containing the microphones from the trumpet, and coupling it to a JBL 2426J compression driver loudspeaker on one end. A 30 cm section of cylindrical pipe (with a small piece of foam on the end to minimize pressure nodes within the pipe) was attached to the other end to allow for sufficient number of samples of accuracy in the measurement of the transfer functions using an exponential sine sweep as excitation and utilizing frequency domain division of the microphone signals followed by time domain windowing as described in Sec. II.
Once calibration was performed, short notes were played on the trumpet by the late virtuoso Derek Watkins (in November 2010). The player was instructed to keep the notes short in order to prevent the speed of sound changing significantly during the performance. Once a selection of notes had been performed another calibration measurement was performed to obtain the transfer functions after any small change in the speed of sound. Removing the custom tuning slide for calibration will imply some unavoidable error due to air circulation, but calibrations obtained before nature of the bell reflectance. The overall amplitude envelope profile of transient for the forward and backward going waves in the experimental and simulated data agree well.
In order to check the validity of the experimental wave separation data, the reflectance magnitude at the position of the third microphone was calculated by dividing the measured backward going pressure wave by the forward going pressure wave in the frequency domain for the entire note length (approximately 0.6 s). This process is complicated by the fact that these measurements, being taken while the instrument was being played, are strongly periodic and only a small amount of energy (due to the starting transient in particular) is present in between the harmonics. The reflectance calculation therefore shows noisy results between these harmonics. For this reason the data was analyzed in 50 Hz sections and only the data point containing the strongest signal within that range was used for plotting the reflectance seen in Fig. 7 for the note Bb 4 and in Fig. 8 for the note Bb 5 . The results show good agreement between the reflectance calculated from the experiment wave separation data and that calculated at the position 45 cm into the trumpet bore using multimodal theory, 29 particularly at the harmonics seen in the corresponding spectrum plot.
Spectrum plots are also given in the lower plots within Figs. 7 and 8 , showing the spectra for the pressure taken 45 cm from the mouthpiece. The "Simulation" data shown on the plots consists of the spectra of the total pressure for an entire note (taken at a distance of 45 cm from the mouthpiece as before) where the time domain finite difference simulation was run for 0.75 s, with the mouth pressure linearly decaying to 0 between 0.5 s and 0.6 s in order to approximate the end transient created by the player. In each case the sound pressure level was normalized to the maximum (fundamental) peak. The spectrum produced by the physical model for the note Bb 4 shows a broadly similar profile to that of the physical model, but the noise floor and excitation of frequencies either side of the resonant frequency are significantly more accentuated in the note produced by the player, as can be seen in Fig. 7 . A larger difference between the spectral content of the physical model and human player for the note Bb 5 can be observed in Fig. 8 .
Differences between the experimental and simulated data are clear in the initial 5 ms of the transients in both Figs. 5 and 6 with the experimental data showing a very brief low amplitude oscillation within the experimental data at a higher frequency than the final steady state note. This behavior is not accounted for in the physical model simulation and may be inconsistent with the behavior expected from a one mass model, even with two degrees of freedom. The use of a two mass model allows for the Bernoulli force to be significantly different during the opening and closing phases of the vibration due to the downstream mass lagging behind the upstream mass and future work may focus on whether this can produce the desired behavior.
There is also a clear difference in the shape of the waveforms during both the transient and steady state behaviors in that the forward going pressure wave is more sinusoidal in the simulation and the experimental data being closer to a triangle waveform during the starting transient and showing a sharper negative pulse waveform in the steady state behavior. One possible cause of a significantly non-sinusoidal waveform in the lower amplitude region would be if there was a significant force due to adhesion of the lips which could provide discontinuous acceleration during the opening and closing movements. Future work should include experiments and numerical simulation in this area in order to see if some of the differences between theory and experiment shown in this paper may be explained in this way.
It is likely that the higher amplitude steady state waves show non-linear wave propagation in the instrument bore. The wave separation technique works by assuming linear transfer between microphones and nonlinear transfer between microphones might be expected to yield unexpectedly high harmonic content at microphones more distant from the mouthpiece in comparison to the signal measured closer to the mouthpiece, causing false backward going high frequency harmonic content in the deduced backward going wave. In fact the small inter microphone spacing (maximum microphone spacing L 13 ¼ 37:5 mm) in comparison to the mouthpiece to microphone distance (450 mm) means that the transfer between microphones is largely linear over this scale, as can be seen from the lack of large spurious peaks in the reflectance magnitude in Figs. 7 and 8. Including nonlinear propagation in the simulations (in the time domain finite difference technique) has been set out by Bilbao 13 and future work may include addressing the numerical instability that develops with shockwave formation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Wave separation results are presented for measurements taken within the trumpet while the instrument was being played by a virtuoso human player. Simulations, using a time domain finite difference technique coupled to a one mass, two degrees of freedom lip model, demonstrate the success of the wave separation technique in calculating the forward going and backward going waves from pressure measurements using both time domain and frequency domain plots. Areas where the realism of the current lip model and wave propagation assumptions could be improved are also clear and are helpful in considering areas of future physical modeling research. The demonstration of wave separation within the trumpet under playing conditions also means that real-time applications, such as an instrument that may be played by buzzing the lips but with a reflectance under active control using a loudspeaker to provide backward going waves for instance, may be a possibility. This would require using the time domain formulation of wave separation for low latency, adaptive control of the intermicrophone transfer functions due to the changing speed of sound and challenges remain with coping with mean flow, moisture build up, non-linear behavior and the high pressure levels required from the driver. 
